2004 dodge stratus starter relay

Starter will knock with key switch, will spin when triggering starter relay. Too high of load from
starter? Do you. Good morning, Can you upload a video of the noise you are describing so I can
hear what you hear? Was this answer. The knock sound is the Bendix engaging the flex plate
and not tuning over the engine while using the key. If I manually engage the starter relay the
starter will spin the engine no problem. A knock or clank is the sound of a starter Bendix
coming out to meet the flex plate or flywheel and for a few resins not turning over the engine. I
would still like to hear it. The Bendix is a one-way clutch for the end gear to spin the motor. If
the starter spins free when cranking, then the starter is bad and needs to be replaced. Roy
Image Click to enlarge. I am aware what a Bendix is, after some testing I found I had a bad
ignition switch "electrical switch" not tumbler. Would not hold the relay closed. Gave this site a
try. We understand it completely when we are given clear, correct information. Hello, If I can
jump in hear. It sounds like the engine might be locked up. Can I ask if the lights dim way down
if you stay on the crank position? Will the engine turn over by hand? Please let me know. Last
month I went to advance auto to get a code read out when check engine light came on. The read
out said that it was my camshaft position censor that needed to be replaced. I still drove the car
for a while without having the camshaft censor put on. Recently, my car stopped working. I was
driving and started to notice I was losing acceleration while I was still pressing on the gas, then
my oil light came on. My car completely shut down, and when I tried to restart it I could hear my
car sounding like it wanted to turn over but it would no start. I replaced the camshaft censor and
the plug, It's still sounding like it wants to crank but doesn't. Can you give me an idea of what
could be making my car not crank? I would recommend that you start by checking fuel pump
pressure and check to see if you have a good hot blue snapping spark at the plugs. If you want
to make it easy, see if the engine starts for a few seconds if you use starting fluid. It you try that,
let me know the results. My car has ran perfectly for about six months then one day it just would
not start. Will not crank, will not start. I charged the battery that did not work. Replace the
battery that did not work. We noticed that the relay switch under the steering column vibrates
when we try to start it. Could this be the problem and it needs to be replaced? Hello, It sounds
like you have a starter that is out. Here is a guide to help you check it out. Please let us know
what happens. Cheers, Ken Image Click to enlarge. I tried jump starting it, but it did not work.
The only light that shows up on my dashboard is the oil light. I tried jump starting it, but
nothing. Also, when I pull the key back to start I get a beeping noise. Do the head lights work
and are they full brightness? Yes, they work and at full brightness the battery is okay. What are
the symptoms when you try to crank the engine? If so, there is an easy fix for that. If you do not
hear that clunk, can you hear if the starter relay is clicking in the under-hood fuse box? That
one can be a little tricky because there are other relays that will also be clicking. What happens
to the brightness of the headlights or dome light when you try to crank the engine? Do they stay
bright, go out completely, or get dim? When I turn the ignition switch to crank the engine
nothing happens it stays quite and I do not hear any sound coming from anywhere. I tried
changing the fuses for the ignition switch, but it is still the same. I put the lights on and cranked
the engine but the lights were unaffected. The starter circuit can be split into three smaller
circuits for troubleshooting. There are a couple of different ways of going about this depending
on whether you have a voltmeter or test light and know how to use them. As an alternative, to
narrow it down, you can remove the starter relay to bypass it with a jumper wire, or you can pop
the cover off, reinstall it that way, hen squeeze the contact to see if the engine will crank. If it
does, we will know two of the three circuits are working and the battery is good. It is sounding
more like you have a bad starter motor more and more. Cheers Image Click to enlarge. I tried
doing what you told me and you were right the starter motor has bad. You can check the fuses
check the smaller red battery cable where it bolts to the under-hood fuse box. Be sure it is clean
and tight. That is a common place to find a problem. Next, follow the smaller black negative
battery cable to where it bolts to the body sheet metal and be sure that one is clean and tight. If
you do not identify a bad connection, you will need a test light. A digital voltmeter will work too,
but in this type of circuit the test light can be more accurate. Turn on the headlights so some
current is leaving the battery. That will help make a bad connection show up. Now start with the
test light's clip lead right on the negative battery terminal. If they still have the battery behind
the left front tire like they did in the 's, just use the jump-start terminal under the hood. Place the
test light's probe on the positive battery terminal, or the jump-start terminal by the left strut
tower. The light should be bright. If it is not, work back to the battery to find the broken
connection. If the test light is bright, move the clip lead to the engine block or head. Next, move
the probe down to the starter and check on the larger bolt-on terminal. The light must still be
bright. If you are doing this with a voltmeter, you want to find full battery voltage, If you find
around If you find closer to 11 volts or less, the battery has a shorted cell and there's no way to
know what will work and what wont until it is replaced. I have a Dodge Stratus that I could not

jump start. I thought it was the starter, but turned out to be the twenty amp fuse that powers the
starter. Good to hear, please use 2CarPros anytime we are here to help. Cheers Was this
answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Engine Not Cranking Over? When your engine
is not cranking turning over it will be mainly due to three separate areas, first it could be the
battery, cables or poor connection, next is the starter Cylinder Misfire? Engine Overheating
Problem? It Is In Time. Asked by rainy yahoo. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Hi
everyone, So this might sound like a strange question, but bear with me. I am working on
getting the fob replaced but in the meantime I am terrified of someone jumping into the car and
hot wiring it already have the ignition keyed so my old keys no longer run the car but they can
still get into it. Yes I am being paranoid, but with the neighbor hood I live in I would not put it
past whoever stole my keys to have the knowledge to hot wire the car and drive away. I've been
told by my dad, who's at Drag Week currently yay dad! So my questions are: 1. I literally have
no idea where or essentially what the starter relay is I know the basics of what it is but if it's
something simple and like a piece I can take into my apartment with me and then put back
together when I want to leave that would be awesome. Sorry this was long. And thanks in
advance to anyone who can help me. Kelly answered 5 years ago. GuruCBQ6 answered 3 years
ago. Your dad is a genius. I know by now you have resolved the original issue. For future use:
The starter relay is super easy to find and it is clearly identified in the owner's manual. If you are
careful, it can be removed and replaced many times by hand without problem. I am working on
getting th How can I tell if the relay switch has gone bad in my car the car won't start and it
vibrates when we try to start it the relay switch does can someone let me know. Square black
box I believe it's called a fuel pump relay 3 on my dodge stratus keeps blowing, I've replaced the
fuel pump, the fuel injectors, fuel filter and it still keeps blowing. I have a Stratus. The PCM went
out so I replaced it yesterday. Now My check engine light signaled that its on. Although the
symbol does not appear But now I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Dodge Stratus question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Dodge Stratus Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Do you have the same problem? Let us know what
happens and please upload pictures or videos of the problem. Battery is charged connections
are good. Was this answer helpful? Relay is in Power Distribution Center. Also keeps blowing
fuse that keeps it from starting. Move wires around that helps sometimes to srart. Maybe next
step is stater. But where is it located? The starter for a blowing fuse? I assume from a blowing
fuse that you mean the starter cranks the engine fast enough to start, but the engine doesn't
start or run. If that is not correct, tell me the exact symptoms including any sounds you hear.
You need to figure out exactly which fuse is blowing. Taking a random guess is useless
because I won't have any idea what's on that circuit or what the likely causes are. A simple trick
to finding a short is to replace the blown fuse with a pair of spade terminals, then use small
jumper wires to connect them to a 12 volt light bulb. A brake light bulb works well. When the
circuit is live and the short is present, the bulb will be full brightness and hot so be sure it's not
laying on the carpet or against a plastic door panel. Now you can unplug electrical connectors
and move things around to see what makes the short go away. When it does, the bulb will get
dim or go out. There are some circuits that only turn on for one second after turning on the
ignition switch. If you find the test light turns on for one second, then goes back off, we'll have
to find the automatic shutdown relay and bypass that. Was told could be starter seloniod. But
would like a pro opinion. I will get back to you as to which fuse it keeps blowing Was this
answer helpful? First, measure the battery voltage with an inexpensive digital voltmeter. It it's
good and fully-charged, it will read If it's around Charge it at a slow rate for an hour, then try
again. If it's near 11 volts, it has a shorted cell and must be replaced. Watch what happens to
the brightness of the head lights or interior lights. Do they stay bright, dim just a little, dim a lot,
or go out completely when you try to crank the engine? Do you have an automatic or manual
transmission? If it's an automatic, try cranking the engine when it's shifted into neutral. Listen if
there's a very faint, light click under the hood when you turn the ignition switch to "crank", or if
there's a single, rather loud clunk each time. Disconnect and isolate the battery negative cable.
Remove the air cleaner box. Remove the lower bolt. Remove the upper bolt and ground wire
Starter Removal - 4 Cylinder Remove starter. Connect solenoid wire connector to terminal
Install starter. Install the upper bolt. Install the lower bolt. Install the air cleaner box. Connect the
battery negative cable. Since you provided no motor size, I assumed it was a 4 cylinder Roy
Was this answer helpful? I think the shop is charging me too much Was this answer helpful? I

am trying to take the starter out but cannot locate the other bolt to get the starter out. Do you.
Hello, Here is a guide to help you see what you are in for when doing the job and diagrams
below to show you how it is done on your car I included both engine to be safe. Cheers, Ken
Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. The easiest way is to remove the starter relay and use
a fused jumper across terminals 10 and Replaced battery but car still doesnt want to start. Hold
on. I turn key n car doesnt do anything at all. I will get back to you as to which fuse it keeps
blowing Was this answer. How to replace starter Was this answer. Release hood latch and open
hood. Since you provided no motor size, I assumed it was a 4 cylinder Roy Was this answer. I
think the shop is charging me too much Was this answer. Note:Part and labor varies within
location. Can you give me an estimate on how much it would be to replace my starter with
labor? Hi mommy This will cost around one hundred and fifty dollars. Of course you want to get
estamates from your local repair shops and take the cheapest, because you don, t have to be a
starter to do this any mechanic can do it. Hope this helps. Ty for writeing billymac Was this
answer. How do you remove the starter? Thank you. Hello, I am Danny. I am sending you a link
for reference. Starter is located at the left rear of your vehicle. Image Click to enlarge. Where is
the starter located? I have an issue with it. It is under the car near the transmission by the
firewall. Here is a diagram below and a guide to help you get the problem fixed. Remove the
upper bolt and ground wire. Connect solenoid wire connector to terminal Install starter Fig.
Connect the battery negative cable Please let me know if you need anything else to get the
problem fixed. Best, Ken Image Click to enlarge. Starter makes noise as if its turning but wont
start motor. Is it possible for starter to not have enough power to turn flywheel. I replaced the
crank position sensor and it started once, but hasnt started since Was this answer. When you
hear the starter working, is the serp belt turning? Have you checked to see if there is spark to
the engine since you replaced the crank sensor? The serp belt is not turning, I havent checked
to see if its firing Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Starter Replacement
And Location? What Do I Easy step by step guide on how to replace a starter and solenoid,
though appearances may vary, the process is the similar for most vehicles. After Installation I
Started Won't Start. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Ad vertisements. In this
article, we consider the second-generation Dodge Stratus, produced from to Here you will find
fuse box diagrams of Dodge Stratus , and , get information about the location of the fuse panels
inside the car, and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout and relay. A Power
Distribution Center is located in the engine compartment, near the air cleaner. This information
applies to vehicles built without the fuse and relay numbering embossed on the Power
Distribution Center Top Cover. The fuse access panel is behind the end cover on the left side of
the instrument panel. To remove the panel, pull it out, as shown. The identity of each fuse is
indicated on the backside of the cover. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse?
Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. See other Dodge Stratus:. The location and
function of fuses in cars produced earlier may differ. Table of Contents. Underhood Fuses
Power Distribution Center. Interior Fuses. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies
to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site
we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Radio, Power Antenna. Our mobile
mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile
mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The starter
relay passes power from the car battery to the starter solenoid, and the starter motor engages
to start your car. If the starter relay sticks or fails while it is in the off position, your vehicle will
not start or even click when the key is turned, although the interior accessories will still
function. If the starter fails while turning the key, and is stuck in the on position, the starter will
stay engaged with the transmission flywheel. Damage can occur to the transmission flywheel,
the starter, the relay, and the circuit. The starter relay will likely last the lifetime of your vehicle,
and does not require servicing. If the starter relay fails, or if you believe it is not working
properly, have one of our expert mechanics diagnose it. A working starter relay is necessary for
the proper operation your car. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits
Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. There
are several parts, including the battery, that can present the same symptoms as a failed starter
relay. Disconnect the car battery when servicing any electrical part to prevent damage or injury.
How it's done: The vehicle battery is disconnected The defective starter relay is removed The
new starter relay is installed The vehicle battery is reconnected The vehicle is started and
checked for starter relay operation. Our recommendation: The starter relay will likely last the
lifetime of your vehicle, and does not require servicing. What common symptoms indicate you
may need to replace the Starter Relay? How important is this service? Number of Dodge Stratus
services completed. Yourmechan
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ic was featured in. Popular Dodge Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert
Dodge mechanics Real customer reviews from Dodge owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating
Summary. William 17 years of experience. Request William. William was a true professional. He
was able to accommodate me at an earlier time at my workplace and it was a quick and easy
process. This was my first time using YourMechanic and because of the exceptional service
William provided, it will not be my last. Maxwell 18 years of experience. Request Maxwell.
Maxwell was prompt, courteous, knowledgeable and efficient. Thanks again, Maxwell. Tim 21
years of experience. Request Tim. Dodge Stratus - Transmission fluid is leaking - Lithonia,
Georgia. Love the convenience. Tim appeared knowledgeable and willingly provided
information willingly. Richard 11 years of experience. Request Richard. Dodge Stratus - Battery
- Nashville, Tennessee. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Car Starter Relay
Replacement.

